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Daniels Cites Supreme Court Nominees' Backgrounds

· .

I

By KATHY PTACEK
Lewis F. Powell, a Virginia lawyer, and
William H. Rehnquist, an Arizona lawyer,
recent nominees of President Nixon's to
the Supreme Court are the best that U.S.
citizens are going to get from Nixon, said a
UNM law school professor last week.
Charles Dan i e 1s 1 who teaches
constitutiom~llaw at the Law School, said,
"Either is better than Carswell.''
If the nominations are confirmed by the
Senate, the two men will replace John
Harlan, who retired last month, and the
late H:ugo Black,
"Powell is clearly the best man Nixon is
ever going to present. If I we~e President, I
wouldn't pick him, however.
Powell is the kind of person who will at
least listen to reason. Rehnquist won't."
Fairer
Daniels said that although Powell is a
conservative and a Southerner by birth and
background he would be fairer than
Rehnquist.
Daniels who worked in Washington, D.C.
for two years met Rehnquist there.
11
Rehnquist is one of the sele<!t crew of
the Justice Department that says
frightening things, He pushed the DC Bill
which took away the appelate power to
review District of Columbia law.
"Rehnquist is a shrewd, calculating,
intelligent person with evil tendencies. By
evil I mean he is insensitive to the problems
of people not in his class and those who
don't share his beliefs. He's the type of
person who would wo1'k well under a
totalitarian government. He's a law and
order person: the law and order applying
to everyone except officials."
ABA President
The 64-year·old Powell was a partnet of
the largest law iU'm in Virginia for 34
years. He was president of the American
Bar Association 1964-1965, of the
American College of Trial Lawyers
1969-70 and of the American Bar
Foundation 1969·71.
Rehnquist, who is 4 7, became the head

·•
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Charles Daniels

of the Justice Department's Office of Legal
Council in January of 1969. Before that he
had a private law practice in Phoenix, .Ariz.
Nixon was expected by many to
nominate Herschel Friday, a Little Rock
lawYer and Mildred Lillie, a California
Court of Appeals judge.

Photo by Jim Haefner

He failed previously in his nominations
of Haynsworth and Carswell to the
Supreme Court.
However, Nixon's nominations of
Warren E •• Burger in 1969 and Harry A.
Blackmun, both of Minnesota, were
confirmed.

Shocked Some
"Burger's appointment shocked some
people/' Daniels said, "He's intellectllally
low on the totem P"le. Blackmun is not
much better,"
"Powell has more intellectual credentials
than those two, Rehnquist and Carswell,"
Daniels said that he did not think a
woman should be on the Supreme Court as
yet. "Of the list Nixon submitted to the
ABA one judge I've practiced with
personally and she had potential." This is
Sylvia Bacon of the District of Columbia
·supreme Court:.."But she has only been a
judge for six months. I didn't think Nixon
was serious about nominating a woman.
Tokenism
"I don't believe in a woman's seat on the
Court any more than I believe in a Jewish
seat. That's toker.lsm. Women should be
considered for a seat along with men.
Someday there may be eight women on the
bench and only one man.
"I believe Black was the finest Supreme
Court justice we ever had. It's an irurult to
his memory to nominate some of these
buffoons Nixon suggested. I don't include
Rehnquist and Powell," Daniels said.
He also stated that he believes that with
Rehnqllist's and Powell's nominations
much of the progress made in the last 15
years by the Supreme Court will be
reversed.
Sufficient Background
HPowell has a sufficient legal
background. I suppose, Rehnquist has a
minimum legal background. Some of our
best Supreme Court justices were never
judges before they got on the Court/'
Daniels commented.
"I'm sure Powell's nomination will get
through the Senate. Rchnquist's, po$Sibly1
will too. I think a lot of senators don't like
them, but will vote for them because they
can't get anyone better. It 1 were in the
Senate, I would vote for Powell, because
Nixon would go out and find someone
worse, The thought of another person like
Carswell would frighten me."

Instructor Analysis

Mandatory Evaluation Under Considerafi.on
By SANDY McCRAW
pharmacology to the jumble of in the engineering department
Evaluation of instructors and non-specifics in the College of sometimes are instrumental in the
their classes is an invaluable Arts and Sciences.
project. Sigma Tau's evaluation
instrument for both students and
The School o£ Business and came after a history of about 20
departmental and college officials. Administrative Sciences, for years of teacher evaluation in
Often, at UNM, evaluation is instance, does not demand an engineering. Engineering does
overlooked or neglected.
instructor agree to evaluation. have some qualms about students
Chester Travelstead, vice
president for academic affairs, is
See Related Story on Page 3
currently involved in a decision
concerning mandatory evaluation Dean Robert Rehder, however, evaluating a professor when they
which as of this moment, is up in claims about seven· eighths of the "don't know that much about
the air.
faculty do use: student ~valuation, engineering yet."
Different Means
The remainder use upeer group"
Fine arts is pethaps the only
Various colleges have different evaluation, Rehder said.
UNM college Which has
means of e'Valuation from the
Some Qualms
mandatory evaluation, The new
periodic method in the college oi
Honoraries such as Sigma Tau policy will go into effect at the

Library Analysis Kept Secretive
Report Delayed; 'People Might Take It the Wrong Way'
Although '!'he Lobo yesterday
reported the library analysis made
by a consultant ilrm would be
delayed, members of the Faculty
Library Committee and officials
in both the administration artd
student government have seen
rough drafts of the document.
The document, originally
scheduled for release in late
October, is being made by Booz,
Hamilton and Allen for $30,000.
Not Big Changes
"It's only a delay of the report.
I know essentially what the report
says," said N.E. Vanderborgh,
head of the library committee.
''What they are talking about is
not big changes, but the editing of
over 100 pages of report. lt's not
a multi-week delay."
"We had numerous meetings
with the consultants and the
committee had copies of what was
called the firtal mart. Some
changes Will probably be made,
but we know what the heart of it
is. We were asked not to discuss it
with the public until the final
copy is ready, but I can tell you

this is a survey of organization
and management," he said.
Hansen Reluctant
Bert Hansen, president of the
Graduate Student Association,
was also reluctant to discuss the
report with the Lobo, explaining
that "people might take it the
wrong way/'
~•rm not upset with the delAy/'
Hansen said. "I've seen the rough
draft. I'm more imptessed with
the consultants than I thought I
would be. 11m more concerned
with the way the report will be
put to use .•• people are slow to
change, in general. It could be
done with expediency and with
great zest and it could be drug out
and people could fight o\l'er every
paragraph. t think the latter wlll
ptobably happen. n
"lf it's going to gi've us a better
report it is perfectly reasoMble as
long as Ws not going to be four or
five months before the report is
submitted,'' said nen Severin,
G S A lib r a r y commit tee
representative.

.A.
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Delay Is Legitimate
"Considering the complexity/'
said Hershey Julien,
administrative assistant to the vice
president for academic affairs,
''I'm inclined to believe the delay
is legitimate and they axe entitled
to a little more time."
''I'm very ~mxious, 1' said David
Kelley, director of the library," to
see the fimtl report, hoping for it
reasonably soon. We are eager to
implement it."
"It all seems to be a big secret'"u
said Kathleen McNerney, GSA
representative to the Library
Committee, ul have no idea
what's happening.''
f;J;r::zCf.:tra::;:::r:::;;;,:x:r;:;:r.::r:;::rzxrz~:z;xD:l··J
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Senate tonight will act on bills
repealing legislation in the
ASUNM law book, 1954·1971
inclusive,
The bills will probably be
worked by Steering Committee,

end of this semester. The college
decided unanimously on the
policy.
Arts and Sciences, the largest
college at UNM, is still reviewing
the proposal. Thus far, faculty
members are unable to agree on
almost anything concerning
evaluation.
Pharmacology students fill out
evaluation forms periodically
throughout each semester.
Although the material is never
published. students may find the
results in the office of the dean of
student affairs.
Education Fighting
Evaluation by individual
teachtll's' methods are often used
in the college or education. Data
redeved does not have to be
submitted to college officials.

Education is fighting the idea of
college - wide mandatory
evaluation.
Since the topic is turning up at
more and more faculty meetings
in ev(lrything from the School of
Nursing to Arts and Sciences, it
would ttppear the faculty is also
worried about methods • • • and
maybe not for the same reasons
11tudents are.

Mandatory
Travelstead has suggested a
three-point mandatory evalu11tion
could be set up with instructors
electing to be evaluated by
,;tudents1 fellow faculty members
or to turn in self • criticiStn$.
The Lobo will explote various
rneans of evaluation at t1NM in a
series of articles beginning today.

Unofficial Results
Of Special Election
At Lobo press time the
following were the unofficial
results on the constitutional
amendments election yesterday,
with neatly all precinets counted:
No. 1 reducing the \toting age
to 18: 45}685 yes, 24,978 no.
No. ~. Increasing legislators
compensation: 39,888 yes,
30,534 no.
No. 3. The right to bear arms:
51,486 yes, 20,537 no,
No. 4. Public School
textbooks: 40 14 72 yes, 22,848
no.
No. 5. Vietnam veterans
scholarships: 35,536 yes, 35,036
no.
No, 6, Setting property tax
assessment ration at a maximum
of 33 1/3 per cent: 38,372 yes,
28,657 no.
No. 7. Water•user coopexati-;es,

22,859 yes; 41,092 no.
No. 8. Making certain sections
of the constitution easier to
amend: 31,744 yes, 30 1880 no.
No, 9. Pollution control:
48,993 yes, 11,130 no.
No. 10. Eliminating statewide
property ta% levy ior support of
public! sehools, 38,758 yes,
22,464 no.
Authority for Sunday liquor
sales which was the only
non•constitutional issue on the
ballot,' met with mixed .results
throughout the state. In
Albuquerque it passed 11,248 to
7,166, However in nernalillo
County, outside the city, it failed
984 against to 907 for.
ln ltaton Sundny liquor sales
failed by a mere two votes, 366
for to 368 agairtst.
·

World

News
· llY United Preu Internatlonal

(rharmaco_logy Department

Students-Use Evaluatiorrtvhrch-ani-smPo-orly- -··
By DEBBIE BRITTEN

Cuban Conventioneers Expelled

Evaluation Methods· Probed
Today The Lobo begins an in-depth look
at the status of teacher evaluation in each
UNM college.
At this point, the picture is a mixed one.
Some departments have virtually no
mechanism for student participation in the
evaluation of a faculty member's teaching
performance. On the other hand, a formal
means of student input is well established in
some colleges.
The question of how students will·
participate in teacher evaluation is
particularly acute in light of an a new policy
'advanced by Academic Vice President
Chester Travelstead that lists student input

as "an important part" of stricter faculty
evaluation criteria.
The Lobo's detailed series on teacher
evaluation will cover current practices as
well as proposed responses, to the new
evaluation guidelines. ·
We hope it wlll inform students about the
evaluation procedures, or lack of them, in
their own departments if they are unfamiliar
with them.
More importantly, we hope the series will
provide some cross - fertilization of ideas
between colleges to make student
participation in faculty evaluation a reality
throughout the University.

BELLE CHASE, La.- U.S. immigration authorities
Tuesday ordered the "exclusion and deportation" of 22
Cubans who entered the country without visas to attend an
International Sugar Congress in New Orleans.
The head of the Cuban delegation, Rafael Francia Metre,
immediately appealed the ruling.
Immigration Officer Herman Bookford conducted a
45~minut~> he;ning anc'l mled the Cubans were not eligible to
remain in the country because they had not obtained visas.
Earlier in the day, Rep. F. Edward Herbert (D~La.) said in
Washington his House Armed Services Committee would
investigate the flight of the Russian - built aircraft which
transported tne Cubans to New Orleans Oct. 26.
There are many unanswered questions pertaining to the
flight," Hebert said. "I believe it is essential that our
committee ascertain all the facts.

SF' Scraper BanS ought
SAN FRANCISCO-A revolutionary proposal which would
ban skyscrapers in San Francisco was on the city's election
ballot Tuesday.
The proposal, the brainchild of self- styled "pacifistanarchist" dressmaker Alvin Duskin, would limit all future
construction in the city to 72 feet, about six stories.
Duskin, who likes to kick off his campaigns with full-page
newspaper ads, started this one several months ago with a
headline which read:
"Skyscrapers are economically necessary, but only if you
own one."
Duskin and his anti~skyscraper forces succeeded in a
petition drive to put the measure on the election ballot, over
the combined opposition of business, industry, organized
labor and incumbent Mayor Joseph Alioto.

TitoEnds U.S. Visit

"Very well- let's get on with it, shall we?"

Sexism--Superficially Known
By DAN BUTLER
On Monday of this week I
happened to be present at a
planning session in the UNM Law
School for the preparation of
legislation dealing primarily with
women's rights.
I had been attracted to the

discussion by the stated theme of
"changing New Mexico's sexist
laws," a goal I feel to be
particularly relevant and timely.
But as I listened to the
discussion in the Law School the
focus of the project became more
clear to me and the motivation of
the various participants more
obvious, so that toward the end of
the meeting. I was very
disappointed with what I must
call the superficial understanding
· and the definition of sexism
shown, and the narrowly legal
conception of the attack on the
problem.
Complex of Ideas
Sexism is a gross. reality
(although 1 must admit an
uneasiness over the use of a
somewhat rhetorical term).
Sexism is a complex of ideas
and attitudes and acts having
mainly to do with the relative
place and performance of men
and women in society. And an
essential part of the sexist
prejudice has to do with the
tlssumption of nonhomosexuality- the idea, that is,
that heterosexual behavior alone
is biologically disposed, that
homosexuality does not occur in
nature (contl·ary evidence
notwithstanding), and thus thllt
Page2

men "must" relate to women
sexually and that a certain
masculine role is natural for a man
while a correspondingly femine
role is appropriate to women,
with the consequent
discrimination we have come to
be aware of.
Ideological Base
Sexism in its various forms will
not be greatly mitigated until its
ideological basis in the theory of
the "naturalness" of feminity and
masculinity is confronted and
zejected. Sex must be understood
to be a matter in which an
individual personal responsibility
is present. The way in which one
deals with sexuality is a private
matter, not decreed eternally by
nature, nor should it be
determined only by
considerations of religious
doctrine or traditional behavior.
Clearly, our concept of
sexuality itself is involved in the
current reconsideration of the

relationships of men and women,
and variant patterns of sexuality
are relevant.
Just as woman's sexuality must
not be held to be a basic factor in
determining the jobs she may or
may not be eligible to hold, so
also a homosexual orientation
should not be relevant to a
person's employment; and
understanding the nature of the
discrimination in the one case
Uluminates the discrimination in
the other.
Interrelated Issues
Here, as throughout the field of
laws that pertain to sex, the issues
are inter:related, and the
underlying prejudice is deep and
powerful. It would be <:rroneously
simplistic to try to reduce the
matter of sexism merely to one of
women's rights- however neat
and logical this may appear to the
legal experts and politicos
involved.

Civil Disobedience
When one person decides to the size of the Kirtland march.
break the law it is a very powerful Imagine people projecting peace
thing. When an entire group does with every step. Imagine a mass of
this it is very powerful. Situations silent peaceful people marching to
such as the Kirtland March make Kirtland. Imagine people who
these acts of civil disobedience.
• realize they are. fighting against a
The strike leader from War war and a law and not their
Resistors League realized this but brothers,
too many didn't realize or
Not their military brothers and
disagreed.
not their policeman brothers.
When you violate a law it is a When you realize it is not people
personal decision. When you you are fighting then civil
violate a march permit and disobendience . is possible. Then
jeopardize the signers of the you can silently, peacefully
permit you are making a decision occupy an area, You can be a
for someone else.
group of individuals peacefully
When you scream at people in committed.
cars and yell "off pig'' you are
I know some people feel a
projecting hate and trying to confrontation is necessary. We
decide for others. WhE'n you hate need a march of people who do
people instead of situations you not believe that
do not E'm(tnate peace.
George ,Johnson
lma~Jine a sil!'nt man·h I 0 tinws

DES MOINES, Iowa - Yugoslav President Tito wound up
a six-day visit to the United States Tuesday expressing hopes
for increased friendship and understanding between the two
countries.
Tito, 79, who was scheduled to visit an Iowa farm as part
of his last stop in the United States, canceled the plans after
his departure was delayed for nearly 40 minutes ir~ Los
Angeles.
A Yugoslav government official said Tito found the
meetings with Nixon and other U.S. officials "very
successful, sincere, open and frank." Speaking on the
President's behalf, Miroslav I<reacic, the director of the
Political Department in Charge of American Affairs, said "the
visit confirmed what has already been achieved in the
Yugoslavian relationship with the United States."

Blacks Oppose Rehnquist
WASIDNGTON- Civil rights groups and liberals on the
Senate Judiciary Committee geared Tuesday for an all-out
assault on Supreme Court nominee William· H. Rehnquist's
record, which organized labor termed "simply incredible."
The leadership conference on civil rights asked permission
to testify against Rehnquist when the committee begins
hearings Wednesday on his qualifications and those of Lewis
F. Powell Jr., a Richmond, Va., lawyer and former president
of the American Bar Association, to serve on the high court.
Unlike the conference, a coalition of labor, religious and
other pro~rights organizations, the House black caucus of 13
black members of the House announced it would oppose
both nominees, whom it charged with "anti-libertarian and
regressive civil rights views."
The leadership conference said it would not testify against
Powell "on the basis of the present record."

Gl Alcoholics Spotted
yY ASHINGTON -

T.he General Accounting Office
estimated today that one m every 20 GI's is an alcoholic and
said the military was punishing them rather than giving them
proper medical treatment.
The GAO, a watchdog agency that reports to Congress,
recommended the Pentagon move swiftly to put into effect
new regulations to govern treatment of alcoholics •
The GAO estimated that about five per cent of military
men--;- abo!ft 130,000 me';\- were alcoholics, but did not say
how 1t arrived at that figure. The agency said the armed
forces lose about $240 million a year from alcoholism, based
on a cost of $1825 per year "for each military alcoholic."
.T!te auditors estimated the military could save $120
m1llion a year by rehabilitating half its alcoholics rather than
punishing them.
The report was prepared at the request of Sen. Harold E.
Hughes (D·Iowa), a recovered alcoholic who conducted
Senate hearings on the problem.
The. GAO. report sai?•. "We believe that changes must be
ma~e 111 attitudes, pohc1es, and practices for the military
services to have a successful alcoholism control program.
NEW MEXICO LOBO
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~'There

is a core of information for a good
bra.nd of medicine, but I defy anyone to
define that core/' said Spalding. ~Je said he
feels medical students in the first two years of
medical school are not capable of critically
evaluating content in a course .
''I think we do have the mechanism for
implementing change, but student use of this
mechanism is very poor," Spalding said.
"We'll only get about two or three of what we
consider serious efforts to improve the
block."
Most professors in the School of Medicine
think the evaluation is a good idea, said
Spalding. There are student members on all
committees in medicine. He said student
members on all committees in medicine. He
said student evaluation generally doesn't have
much effect on teacher salaries in the School
of Medicine.
Verbal evaluation at any point during any
block is also welcomed in the pharmacology
department, said Spalding. He said most
professors in that department have an
open-door policy.

published or distributed, but students are
allowed to look at them in the office of the
Dean of Student Affairs.
Acceptable suggestions for major changes
are brought before the faculty a.t large. Lesser
changes are effected by the Vertical
Committee, The committee, in many cases,
forwards evaluation reports to other
committees (i.e. curriculum, steering, etc.).
Charles T. Spalding, assistant professor of
pharmacology, said many suggestions cannot
be implemented because of the lack of time
and people.
'
''I think both peer and student evaluation
of curriculum and faculty are very
important," said Spalding. "We used to have
faculty peer evaluation when we were not
short of people, but that is not practical at
this point in pharmacology because the staff
is limited."
The steering and curriculum committees of
the Medical School are planning a two-day
retreat to discuss the nature of the evaluation
including curriculum, content, and methods
of teaching.

(Editor's Note: This is the first in a series
of stories on teacher evaluation at UN!vl. Each
college will be handled individually.)

Pharmacology students, as in the past, will
fill out evaluation forms periodically
throughout each semester covering professors
and their material.
The Vertical Committee, comprised of
inter-departmental faculty members and
student representatives in · the School of
Medicine, decides what will be taught in each
block and how the material will be
approached. (Each semester is broken up int<;>
blocks which last a certain number of weeks.
One specific area of medicine is taught by all
departments in the School of Medicine during
each block).
Every year, at the end of each block, the
committee reviews student evaluations.
Results are read at committee meetings which
all professors (who taught in the block) are
invited to attend. The evaluations are not

.·

11 New Trial Site is for Angela
I CAMPUS BRIEF§ 11 OnHerWaytoSan]ose
Fruitcake Sale
The home economics
department and Kappa Omicron
Phi will sponsor a fruitcake sale in
the lobby of th~ home economics
building Monday through· Friday
from 12:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. and
3:30 p.m. .to 4:30 p.m. The
fruitcakes are one half pound and
two pounds. The proceeds will be
used for scholarships awarded to
home economic students.

Filmmakers

The filmmakers of UNM.and the
ASUNM film Committee
present ... A Garden of Delights"
Thursday, Nov, 4 in the Union
Theatre at 6, 8 and 10 p.m.
Admission will be 75 cents. The
film was produced and shot here
in Albuquerque and deals with
student life.

will

Traineeships

Under the provisions of a
Guess Who
Training Grant in Rehabilitation
The Guess Who and Gypsy will Counseling from Social and
play at a concert Nov. 6 in Rehabilitation Services,
University Arena as part of Department of Health, Education
Homecoming festivities, Tickets and Welfare, a limited number of
are $4 in a!lvance for UNM traineeships, for study at the
students ($4.50 for others), will Masters degree level, are available.
be $1 more the day of the They pay $1800 per academic
concert.
year plus tuition and fees.
Students
with undergraduate
Views of Russia
An evening of slides and majors in human behavior are
discussion sponsored by the encouraged to apply by Dec, 1 for
department of Modern and the second semester. Contact Dr.
Classical Languages at 7:30 L.C. Bemardoni or Dr. W,R,
Wednesday, Nov. 3 in New Ortega Fishburn, Department of
Guidance and Special Education.
Hall, room 109.
The presentation will include
Gene Gallegos
Russian tea and music in the
Gene Gallegos will be at an
Ortega Lounge following the
informal meeting Nov. 6 in room
meeting.
231-E of the Union, The meeting
Mountaineering Club
is sponsored by the Young
The Mountaineering Club will Democrats.
meet today at 7:30p.m. in. room
231-E of the Union. Slides about
SBA Speakers
rafting on the Colorado River will
Richard
Barret, assistant
be shown.
professor of anthropology, and
Student Vets
Theodore P arnall, assistant
Students Veterans Association professor of law, will speak on
will meet Thursday, Nov. 4 at primitive law Nov, 4 at 8 p.m. in
7:30 p.m. in room 253 of the room 101 of Bratten Hall of the
Union. All veterans are invited to Law School.
come. For more information call
Drew White at 247-3272 or
277-4606.

Calling U
Wednesday, November 3,1971
Campus Crusade for Christ; Union
room 231-A; 9-9<30 a.m.
ASUNM Public Relation Committee;
Union room 231-E; 4-6 p.m.
ASUNM Senate; Union room
250A-E; 7~10 p.m.
Delta Sigma Pi; Union room 230;
7:30.10 p.m.
Mortar Board; Union room 230;
7:30.10 p.m.
Mountaineering Club; Union room
231-E; 7:30.10 p.m.
Sigma Alpha Eta; Union room 253;
7:30.10 p.m.
· Alpha Phi Omega; Union room 253;
7:30.10 p.m.
Gay Liberation; Union room 231-C;
8-10p.m.
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In granting Ms. Davis' request
:for a change of venue, Arnason
ruled there was a "reasonable
likelihood that Angela Davis could
not receive a :fair tJ:ial in Marin
County."

If you are tired of . . .
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e

Package Liquor

The College Inn

Open 'till Midnight
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all kinds of original Chinese hand
j;aintings-scrolls·screens·wallpaf;er

Come Look Us Over. We Now Have Some Vacancies
Also, make your Spring Reservations Now
rates from $525 per semester

complete selection of
att supplies
15% off to students
& professors
Mon.-Fri. I0-9

S:tt. 10·6
Imports direct from China
Sun. 12·6
9649 i\Ienaul NE-Eubank at Menaul
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SAN RAFAEL, Calif. (UPI) The Angela Davis trial Tuesday
was ordered transferred from the
vaulted Marin County Civic
Center, site of the 1970 kidnaping
and shootout Ms. Davis is accused
of helping plot,
But Superior Court Judge
Richard E. Arnason denied
defense requests to specify San
Francisco as the new site. Instead,
he ordered the trial held in San
Jose, 50 miles south,
Ms, Davis' attorneys objected.
They said she "probably cannot
get a fair trial" in San Jose and
indicated they might appeal,
further delaying the protracted
developments.

(@uurtrrli

303 Ash St. NE

243-2881
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Lobo Review

SelecfiveService U-ndergoes-R-uleChang&s

The SoUnd Y·otiH ear Is Rubber Dubber

Classifications Added, Dropped, Ages Shuffled
boards Dec. 2.
__
__
Under the new rules, published
Tuesday in the Federal Register,
persons down to the age of 18.
may be appointed to local draft
boards, The current minimum is
30. Also, terms may run for no
longer than 20 years, instead of
25.
Men will be allowed to register
for the draft any time from 30
days before their 18th birthday
until 30 days thereafter. Now,· an
18 • year- old must register within
five working days of their 18th

WASIDNG'l'ON (UPI) - The
Selective Service System Tuesday
reduced the minimum age for
service on draft boards from 30 to
18 and said 18- year· olds would
be given 60 days in which to
register instead of five.
Thesil were among a series of
new and revamped regulations
announced to conform with the
new law signed by President
Nixon Sept. 28 which extends his
draft authority until June 30 1
1973. The new rules will become
effective in more than 4000 local

Racism Charges Abound

birthday.
Other major changes:
-Abolition of the rule
requiring every man born after
Aug, 30, 1922, to carry his draft
card. Now they will be required to
carry their cards only until the
end of their liability to the
draft- age 26 for those who were
never deferred, age 3 5 for all
others.
-A 2D classification will be
created for divinity students who
are making satU;factory progress
but those who do not enter the
ministry will be liable to the draft
until age 35,

-A 4G classification will be
established for sole surviving sons
and for men in families where a
father, brother or a sister was
killed in line of duty after Dec.
31, 19 59, or is capt\lred <:if
missing in action,
-Abolition of the 1 Y
classific:o~tion, -,.lhich covered those
medically, mentally or morally
unqualified except in a national
emergency, Those subject to
re-examination will be classifilld
lA until their status is resolved;
those with disqualifications will
be classified 4F, the category
previously reserved fo~ those with

major disabilities,
-AbQlition of classification 5A
for those over 26 who have never
been deferred and for those over
35 who have been, The
government will no longer keep
active files for registrants beyond
age 26, except for doctors and
allied medical personnel,
-creation of classification 1H
for men turning 18 during 1972
and each year thereaftel.', where
they will remain until they are
included in the draft lottery,
Those whose lottery numbers
makes them subject to th\! draft
will be reclassified 1A,
ll\

'l

In.Philly Mayor's Race
PHILADELPIDA (UPI)- A
bitter campaign spiked by charges
of racism pl'oduced a heavy
turnout in early voting Tuesday in
white Wol'king class precincts
where former Police
Commissioner Frank L. Rizzo was
expected to receive overwhelming
support in his bid to become
mayor.
At the same time, with
intermittent rain throughout the
city, early voting was reported
light in black neighborhoods
where Rizzo's liberal Republican
opponent W. Thatcher Longstreth
hoped to make inroads into the
normally Democratic black vote.
In one precinct of a
predominantly black
neighborhood, >1o-t a liingle ballot

DRUG counseling,
talk downs, FIRST AID
at
TRANSIT
Mesa Vista 1057

Prescriptions filled
Sunglasses
Repair Service
Sk!lled Frame
Fttting

Ma5tcr Charge &
BankAmericard

CASEY OPTICAL

~

•

Tht:l Guess Who, a Canadian Rock Group, will play Nov. 6 at
University Arena at 8:15 p.m. as part of Homecoming activities.
Tickets are $4 for UNM 11tudents ($4.50 for others) in advance and
$5 for UNM students ($5.50) at the door. Tickets are available at
Rock & RaU, Tape Village, Budget Tapes & Records, Reidlings
downtown, Paris Shoes in Winrock and Exchange • A • Tape in Santa
Fe.

Guess Who

(across from Agora)

next to Casey's Rexall Drug
4312lomas NE 255-6329

Phone 277-5342

Representative Board Sought

History Graduates Question Dept.

The Federal
Service Entrance
Examination
will be given on campus
Thursday, Nov. 4 at 1:00 p.m.
at University College and Counseling Center
in Room 8
lntereJted StudentJ may pick up opplieatlon formt at the l'laatment Center

Federal Representalives.wlll be on Campus, UNM trcdler, Nov. 3

There are so 111any d~ilcious reasons
for eating at
besides being easy on your .budget.

McDonatd·s.

••

A board which would channel
grievances and could represent
graduatE) students at departmental
faculty meetings is among the
proposals by a questionnaire
circulating in the history
department currently.
The purpose of the five student
board would be to maintain
communications between faculty
and graduate students,
Grad students are also being
asked whether the Master's
student working in U.S. history
should be allowed to substitute
special course work for his
language requirement.
Questioned is whether passing
responses, as well as questions, of
past examinations shoulp be filled
for graduate students prepared for
comprehensive examinations.
The graduate students are also

queried about their satisfaction of
the present system of language
examinations, the adequacy of the
present system of comprehensive
examinations and whether the
candidates for Master's and Ph.D,
degrees should have the option of
taking comprehenslve
examinations orally.
Also questioned is the
adequacy of the present
examination room, whether it
should be larger with provision for

Poetry Reading
James Welch, the Blackfnot
lndian poet from Montana, will
:read his poems in the Honors
Center lounge Nov, 5 at 8 p.m..
The reading is sponsored by the
Poetry Series and is free to the
public.
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was cast in the first hour after
polls opened.
Despite the rain,. both parties
expected a ~:ecord turnout of 75
to 80 per cent of the 966,000
eligible voters in the na~ion's .
fourth largest city. But Longstreth
confided the poor weather made
him feel "lousy," because he
believed the bigger the vote the
bette:r his chances.
Rizzo, the son of an Italian
immigrant who rose through
police ranks with a ''tough cop''
reputation, campaigned on n law
and order platform.. lie had
predicted a victo;:y margin of
150,000 votes, and had the
support of outgoing Democratic
Mayor James H. Tate Who served
two four-year terms.

9:00AM-7:00PM
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Rush Records
GWW has confined himself to always the p~oduct of "take the
(Editor'$ Note: There's an Coca Cola logo), "CSN&Y Liye at
Indirectly,
this has forced
Dylan,
putting
out
increasingly
mo11ey
and
run"
aort
of
ventures,
important update for this story the Forum," "The Ban<l l-ive at
record companies to be speedier
and usually of ve1:y low quality.
Congress recently passed a blll Ho1lywood Bowl," and "}:Jed obscure mate;rial.
The real threat to Rubber
Since 1969, there's been a lot in issuing live albums - the recent
outlawing the activities of Rubber Zeppelin at the Forum," were
Dub ber and other~ in his successful, and his name quickly Dubber is a cbnp named Xerox, less pre~sure on the bootleggers all Dylan I Harrison I Russell · et - al
who is the underground's answer around. The record companie$ concert at Madison Sq\.\are Garden
profession, which hicks only the became a i1'ademark of quality.
President'!! signatu,re to become
"To live ou.tside the law you to the Mafia's counterfeiting found there was no effective way was mixed and rush • released in
to stop . them short of tracking less than two weeks in an attempt
law. It would take effect around must be honest" was one of racket,
.No sooner does a new Rubber them down and having them to thwart bootleggers.
the first of the year,)
Dylan's most quoted lyrics, and it
lf you want to look at it that
By GREG SHAW
is a statement Rubbet Dubber has Dubber album hit the stores than arrested, which has p1'oven
way,
yQu could say Rubber
Xerox
has
a
dubbed
veJ:siotl
out;
difficult.
Beside~,
they
noticed
Alternate FeattUes Service
taken as his credo,
Dubber is the first and only
If one wel'e to base his
i> dedicated radical, he and his inferior in sou11d quality, sold in a that sale!! figure for albums by
knowledge of the rock field family live comfortably thanks to plain ugly white jacket, and boo t1 egged artists weren't person to realize John Sinclair's
totally on "Rolling Stone'' and his lmowledge of how big widely distributed by a netwcuk dropping any. And the artists, id~al of kr;eping the profits of
themselves, especially with rock and roll j[lside the
the other rock magazines, he corporations can be hoodwinked. of profit.mad cohorts.
community that &\lpports it, On
would be complotoly unawaJ:e of a
This problem i$ reaching serious
He drives a brand new Cadillac,
thll other band, the case could be
flourishing music industry sideline purchased with fake credit, Phony proportions now that Rubber
made that he is merely a very
known as bootlegging.
BankAmericards supply most of Dubber has around 15 albums on
clever criminal. Think what you
Not to be confused with record bi,swants.
the market and plans in the works
like, the fact is that without him
counterfeiting (a Mafia practice as
for 20 or so more in the near
'Scrupulously Honest
and his les~ revolutionary
old as rock itself), bootlegging
Yet while he feels no future.
colleagues there'd be a lot less
began with the desire of rock fans compunctions about ripping off
He has tried sending out press
good rock and roll on. the market,
to have available material by top large companies, he is releases to record sto~;e aid
and a lot less chance of our ever
artists that record companies scrupulously honest in his dealings mngn:z:ines .announcing
having anything to say about what
didn't want to release,
forthcoming albums an4 warning
with musicians and consumers.
musiC we can or can't bear,
Million Dollar Industry
In addition to his deserved against limitations, but stores tend
In two years, it has grown into reputation fo~ putting out high to buy from whoever walks in the
a million dollar industry.
quality recordings, all of which door first, and the greater profits
Englebert Dollfuss was shot to
At first the bootlegs, like the now feature cover art and liner involved in Xerox's operation
death July 25, 1934,
famous "Great White Wonder" notes (commissioned from
and various Rolling Stones well-known rock critics writing
inauguration of royalty payments,
concerts, were reviewed in the under pseudonyms), Rubber
began to share in the humor of
:rock magazines, but the big record Dub ber recently revolutionized
the whole thing. Elton John, a
companies, furious at this menace the bootleg world by sending
case in point, commented during
to their monopoly, threatened to royalty checks to the artists
his ABC b:roadcast, "This'll
cut off ads to the magazines aud whose work he bootlegs. That
probably be out on a bootleg
free tecords to the critics,
way nobody, !lxcept the
tomorrow." It took more like a
So the reviews ceased,
week, but the bootleg still beat
companies themselves, loses
DUTCH INDONESIAN
Meanwhile the bootleg rncks at Mything.
the official album by n couple of
CUISINE
record stores were swelling. This
months.
The artists have responded to
Featuri11f1
• , •
despite record company threats of him, many of them offering him
ESIAN RIJSTTAFEL
boycotts and lawsuits.
material to use on future records.
l A.M. • 2 P.M. 5 P.M. • 9 P.M
When everyone had bad his fill
My first thought on learning all
Closed Bunaays
of the available bootleg Dylan and this was, ·~okay, if this guy's such
9l29-4TH N.W.
Stones, the boom fell to a lull
(1970) and things mellowed out.
898-5533
have apparently created a more
First Real Pro
efficient network of distributors.
All this was before Rubber
Leasing
Dubber, who may well be
The funniest thing about tlte
bootlegging's first true
whole affair is that Xerox leases
professional.
Rubber Dubber's equipment for
An electronics genius in his late
all his mastering and pressing, but
20s, Rubber Dubber, who had
RD, with his usual sense of the
been through several fortunes, was
absuru, ~;ees nothing incoruistent
in this,
"If be didn't use mine," he
says, "he'd just have it done
elsewhere. At least this way 1
make something out of it."
Loath to employ tactics, he is
"I really wam't sure what this
a hotshot, what does he do with still in !)earch of a way to drive
placewos oil about e~cept Ihat yau
Xerox out of competition.
his profits?"
could talk about problems, I was
But as a counterfeiter, Xerox is
Fortunately, a mutual friend
afraid this was just for drug problem~.
nothing hut a nuisance, and in
had this information too.
Gad knows! am having
Rubber Dubber employs over reality, Rubber Dubber has no
problems with everylhlng,
but one thing I don't
30 people, bringing in new talent competitors. No East Coast
have is a drug
as increasing profits permit, and bootleggers have lasted more than
problem. You tan
they all live together in a sort of a couple of albums, and while
really talk
record!l turn up there and
workers' cooperative,
obaul anything
wanted in his home state on a
throughout the country with
No one has a specific job to fill,
here."
variety of charges. increasing regularity, they are
but no one avoids work either,
AGORA
Rubber Dubber's fU'st action and apparently things get done
277·3013
after deciding to become a with a great deal of enthusiasm ttll
Northwest
HOUSE
OF
HALLMARK
bootlegger was to thoroughly around.
corner of
..sr,
offers
o&investigate the laws governing this
MesaVisla
Operating under cover of a
"'V The Largest Selection of : :
Any24hours
activity.
nonexistent business fh-m, Rubber
~
Hallmark Cards
w
He found that by sticking to Dubbe:r makes SUl'e all statE) and
~~ Thanksgiving Cards
o&recordings of live concerts, he federal taxes are paid for his
"V Wedding Invitations' "T
could avoid running afoul of the employes, and he has a medical/
~ andAUPaperGoods
hlw- at least, the more serious dental plan for his people so
A Expert Monogramming 4..
ones governing theft of comprehensive he was not
~ Yes We Have Our New qr
commercial property, It is still required by the state to provide
• Xtna~AlbumsinFor1971
technically illegal to issue records Workers' Compensation.
without some agreement with the
He has the most modern of
artists, though the big companies taping, mixing, and masteri[lg
like MGM do it and get away with facilities, as well as his own
it all the time,
pressing plant.
2254989
3501 LomasNE
First Cassettes
Alone in the field, Rubber
Starting with a simple cassette Dub ber is essentially a small,
recorder, Rubber Dubber worked quasi·legal record company with
his way up to a system whereby salaried employes, bookkeepers,
he took only a microphone into are and promotion departments the concerts and sent the signal to everything else short of
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
a truck outside containing independent recOl'ding contracts.
complex, bulky electronic
The Real Thteat
OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS
equipment,
In cohtrast to the humor and
His first few records, "Jil'lli elan that characterizes Rubber
Hendrix Live at the Forum" (later Dubber's experiment in
ANNOUNCES
reissued as "Enjoy Jimi" Hendrix corrtmunal capitalism, his
with a cover design based on the competitors are a dreary lot.

¥

youre
LoveRing
... "'"pie.

smokers, the elimination of the
four hour time Limit on doctoral
examinations viitb a substitution
of a testing period ti'om 8 a.m. to
5 p.m. with a noon break, no
candidate being required to take
more than one coltlprehensive
examination a week and taking
the exam in each field when a
candidate is prepared.

Speech Course
Speech Communication 315
(Ptoblems of Interpersonal
Communication) will meet on
Tuesdays and Thursdays 2·3:15
p.m. Texts will be: "I'm OK,
You're OK," by Thomas Harris,
"Games People Play" by Eric
Berne and "Interpersonal
Communication" by Kim Giffin
and Bobby Patton. There are no
prerequisities and the class is open
to all students. The instructor will
be Gerald Goldbaber, assistant
professor of speech.
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Hand Block Printing
132.? Rome·~ .~.R.Murr.av • 24-2•41.33
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PRE..REGISTRATION FOR SEMESTER II

New Mexico Loho
Vol. 75

NOV. 9~NOV. 23. 1971

No. 48

Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (506) 277~
4102, 277-4202

4t0CATIONS
~OMAS AT SAN PED!iO
MENAUL AT SAN PEDRO
0324 FOURTH ST., N.W.
CANDELARIA AT EUBANK

YOUR PERSONAl, S-ERVICE JEWELER
2312 CENTRAL

S~

OPPOSITE YALt PARK

e All students enrolled in University College, Graduate School, Non-Degree Status,
College of Arts cmd Sciences, School of Business and Administrative Sciences, and the
College of Fducafion will be mailed registration materials.

The NeW' Mexico Lobo i& publlahed
dallY r!Very regular Week. of the Unl.·
Verslty year by the lloard ot Student
Publications of the Allsociated Students
of tb~ University of New Mexico, and is
nat finandany associated with UNM.
Second elass postage paid at Albuquer•
qu,., New Mexlca, 87106. Subsoriptlon
rate is $7 for the acadetnle year.
The opinions expreMed on th<! editorial l)ni!'.S ot .The Lobo are tho•e of
the author solely. Unsigned opinlort is
that of the editorial board of The Lobo.
Nothing lleCO$Sarily represents the views
()( the Associated Students or the University Of New Mexico.
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•

e All students enrolled in the College of Engineering and the College of ~ine Arts will
obtain registration materials in the offices af their major departments.
e

All students enrolled in the College of Nursing and the College !It Pharmacy will
•

wilr obtain registration materials In their college offices.

e

The schedule of classes for Semester II will be available on Nov. 9 in college offices
and the Records Office (1 02 Schol\!s Hall).

Wednesday, NI)Vember 3, 1971
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'Burning a Volatile Candle at Both Ends'

Lobos Regain Rush Lead

Tachwood Busts LA 'Secret Policel System

Diller is Second Rusher
schedule this year." Meek said
that with three of UNM's backs
over the 500-ya;rd mark in
rushing,_ ''you're faced with a
problem of defensing all of them
on the rush rather than just one or
possibly two that most teams
have,"
Meek's best rusher, Gene
Belczyk, has 472 yards to his
credit over the first seven games
of the season, No other Utah back
is within three hundred yards of
Belczyk,
Longmire Out
Meek is going to replace the
injured Gordon "Scooter"
Longmire, top passer for the Utes,
with. sophomore Don Van Galder,
Longmire was injured in the first
quro:ter of Utah's 29·16 loss to
Wyoming last week, and was
94·192 passes this year for 996
yards before being injured, Van
Galder is 18·41 for 202 yards, He
passed for 117 yards and one
touchdown on nine of 22
completed pass attempts against
Wyoming,
Van Galder will be joined on
the offensive unit by no less than
five other sophomores and
possibly six,
The Utes lead the series against
New Mexico 9·3 with one tie,
That 7·7 deadlock in 1962 was
the only deadlock in league
history,

With three backs now over the Long, now ninth in the WAC total
500-yard mark in rushing for the rushing career listings, ha8 539
season, the UNM Lobo football yards to his credit this year over
-----i:eam-il;--leatling the-WAC-in te~aum~.---II>A"'Y.illl_game.~~Long_needs but four
rushing average, gaining 344 yards more yards to pass BYU's Eldon
a game to the 318 average set by Fortie, who has 1666 yards to his
second place Arizona State,
credit over three years at BYU,
The Sun Devils rushed for but a Long is the only quarterback in
little over 200 yards against Air WAC history to break into the
Force last week, while the Lobos, career rushing top 10 standards.
behind the running of reserve
NatEJ McCall is not far off the
Larry Korpitz, amassed 441 yards 500-yard mark this year with 436
in defeating Arizona 34·28.
yards in 90 carries,
The fact that UNM's powerful
Leading rusher for the Lobos is
still Fred Henry, who set out the running game from the
Wildcat game last week with an Wishbone·Y formation has stifled
infection, Henry has 585 yards, opposing defenses as to whom to
two ahead of sophomore fullback defense against brought Utah
Rich Diller (583), who is in coach Bill Meek to say, "They're
second place. Henry is recovered obviously beginning to click on all
from the injury and is expected to cylinders. They have to be
be back in the lineup for the 47th considered one of the most
renewal of Lobo· homecoming powerful running teams on our
Mainst Utah Saturday afwrnoon
at University Stadium.. '
Big Mouth
Senior quarterback Rocky

Drinking Mugs

Nr:w MEXICO UNION
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(Editor's Note: Tl!is is the
second in a two-part series on
former Los. Angeles Police
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Tach wood, by Michael Blake,
reporter on The Staff and former
Lobo reporter.)
By MICHAEL BLAKE
.Alternate Features Service
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This is a Spo1•ts £'olu11111

I
Nov, 6 47th Lobo
Homecoming; UNM football team
vs. Utah, University Stadium,
1:30 p.m.
Nov. 6- UNM water polo team
vs, Utah, Johnson pool, 9 a.m.
Nov. 10- Lobo gymnasts
intrasquad meet, Johnson gym,
7:30p.m.

DEVCO WILL TAKE YOUR IDEA, YOUR
INVENTION, YOUR PRODUCT AND
TURN IT INTO A PRODUCT FOR
PEOPLE AND PROFIT FOR YOU
If you have an idea that could be converted into a profitable product but lack the marketing and developing
skills to bring it across, we at DEVCO will become your
partner in a business venture that could change your
entire life.
Give_ us a chance
HJH HU:t

1NFCJH~1ATI(,;;

~

Repair i< ~[aintcnamc
on all foreign cars

1st National Bank East
(Centra 1at San Mateo)

':1oreign Car Specialists

Suite 1220
Phone 265-9501

By Mark Sa11clrez

A smart move by gambling men
in the past has been to believe in
the saying "never bet on the
Dallas Cowboys, San Francisco
Giants or the Germans in a clutch
game." Those smart enough to
follow this advice have been
rewarded by not having to pay
out when payment time comes.
Now the Lobos can be added to
the list.
The Lobos, who, lucky for the
fans, don't have anymore clutch
games will probably be a smart
bet in the rest of their games,
w0 r king backward on the
schedule from Hawaii, they

games, win their remaining four
r~~=~=~:~~~~9w should
The reason why the team

CALL Ofl WfliT(

DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION AND
DISTRIBUTING COMPANY OF AMERICA

!

DID YOU KNOW?
Graduate and married stu·
dents can join the Air Force
ROTC program.

333 WYomintrBlvd. SE
265·5901
Free Estimates

should win is because they need
no longer be afraid of losing, They
won't lose a bowl bid, the
conference crown or their home
following. After a loss like the
Arizona State loss (60·28) every
other defeat looks like a victory
anyway.
Another reason the Wolfpack
should at least win their next
three home games is because of
Houston ltoss' broken leg. In a
perverse sort of way, his injury
has forced the defense to be more
responsible. Though it sometimes

last
game)
it
:;;~;;~;;;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=~~~~~~~~~~~i1~~~D still
tries weekend's
to give ball Arizona
games away
(like
prevents the opposing offense

Fine

Eagle Shirts
(t 11)~1

£t\GLE5HIRTMAKERS. OCAKER.TOW'N. PA

from scoring enough points to
win. This is what it's supposed to
do, though with UNM there has
been two draws. The drawbacks
to this style of defensive play,
however, have been games like the
draws when the defense prevented
the other team from winning but
also contributed to their not
losing either.
Since Ross' leg fracture, the
defense has managed to reinforce
itself. Now that Ross is gone, it
should be expected the defense
act like a sieve, but it shouldn't
burst liKe it did against Arizona
State. In short they will give up a
lot of points, but not as many as
the opposing scores.
The Lobo offense is even more
fascinating than the defense. It is
an almost unbelievable mixture of

Shake

i

JI
Puge6

lobo
MENS SHOP
2 120

Central SE

,

sheer ineptitude which manages
to put together enough of an
offense to win the game. The
backfield, by virtue of being
number one in the WAC again will
put together the yro:dage despite
it's all too boring consistency. But
that's it. The Lobo offen~e and its
consistency. There isn't any. It's
not hard to see that the offense is
the most inconsistent part of the
team. One can't help but wonder
why they can only score the
majority of their points in one
half or another.
But if momentum carries the
offense, Rocky Lung carries the
momentum. In the backfield the
elements for the running team are
there - if only for one half or
another, Though the backfield is
suspected of having momentum
problems, it doesn't lack in
strength. Rich Diller is a strong
and capable runner with
absolutely no artistic flair for
running, what seems a broken
stride and a top heavy appearance,
But he gets the power running job
done,
Fred Henry is superb when he
is healthy and Nate McCall is not
terrific but he is necessary
element in the backfield capable
of surprising opponent defenses.
If anything, the Lobos need
some kind of momentum
established if they are tQ win.
Don't get me wrong though, I
believe they will.
I fully expect them to win the
next three games. Knowing what
Hawaii has, however, is
completely beyond me. They send
a promo packet to the office just
about everyday and that turns me
off.
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Informing

As the nation bounded toward
a more powerful. police state, so
did Louis Tackwood. In the next
five years he would inform on the
L.A. Thirteen, Angela Davis,
L.A.'s Black Panther Party, and
even Berkeley's April Coalition. In
fact, he did more than inform.
Louis Tackwood helped set
people up. And although he
cannot-for legal reasons-admit it
publicly, the plots in which he
was involved ranged from
sabotage to murder.
As a man whose primary job
for nearly ten years was deception
built on lying, Tackwood was
much more complex than Katz,
McCarthy and Duggan bad
anticipated. Like a disc jockey
who eventually becomes his voice,
Tackwood had become his work.
During many of the sessions he
would switch articulate, factual
accounts of his activities to
contradictory jibberish in an
instant. Inconsistency came often
and the interrogators (now calling
themselves the Citizens Research
and Investigation CommitteeeRIC) found the task of
separating fact from fiction a
gigantic one. Checks had to be

Hair D ·

constituted CRIC's biggest
fuck·up in planning. That man
was Jerry Cohen of the Los
Angeles Times and, incredibly, be
was approached despite his
position on the paper-police
reporter. (Police reporters are
notoriously pro-cop.) Cohen
immediately clued the police in,
and even tried to undercut the
efforts of Fleming and Aarons in
what was either an attempt to
cover·up the ~;tory or obtain an
exclusive for the Times. The
Times eventually assigned another
of its reporters to the Tackwood
story,
Press Involvement
Most of the press involvement
was prompted by Tackwood's
complete disappearance on
September 25. Marilyn Katz's car
{which Tackwood had been
driving) was fcund broken down
and abandoned. For nearly two
weeks the unpredictable
Tackwood remained completely
out of sight. Almost as suddenly,
he found his way back to CRIC,
telling them a hard ·to-swallow tale
of arrest and then transfer "from
station to station" for three
weeks. Even worse, he made no
real explanation for his release.
CRIC decided they had better
make their story public at this
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3629 Monte Vista 268-7592

for Men
record changer
Model 8401
List 53.95
NOW $44.95

".

2300 Centra:! SE

Expert Long H Design
No Nets, Gels, laquer
Sprays, Heat, or Other
Sissy Put Ons
For Men or Women
by Appointment only

(across from Popejoy Hall)

255-0166

Eat, drink and be merry!

5504 Central Ave. S.E.

!

(l·Bik. East of San Mateo)

~
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made throughout the state of
California in order to substantiate
Tackwood's accounts and that
delayed public release of his
revelations until October 15.
Strange Confrontation
In the meantime the police,
who were already bugging
Tackwood's apartment, found out
what was going on or at least had
a good idea. A strange
confrontation developed, with
CRIC and the police on opposing
sides trying to anticipate each
other's moves while Louis
Tackwood-squarely in the
middle-kept both sides off
balance.
All the time, no one knew what
really lay in Tackwood's mind.
CRIC felt until the very end that
Tackwood may have been setting
all of them up. It was absolutely
possible. Or perhaps he was
playing some kiutl of mad game,
burning a volatile candle at both
ends. If Tackwood was still loyal
to the cops there was always the
possibility his bosses would have
the radicals killed.
Pressure mounting, CRIC called
in three select members of the
press to research Tackwood's
story in exchange for an exclusive.
Tb.e strategy was keyed to tuning
in a few responsible pressmen, as
protection against the police.
Karl Fleming of Newsweek
. Magazine and Leroy Aarons of
The Washington Post were
contacted and both agreed to look
into the matter, putting big
money into the efforts to
substantiate Tackwood's claims.
The third newsman chosen

.Razor)s Edge
Sebring
Professional

*

*
About *Homecoming
this
weekend, there isn't really much
to say, I think it's all a pile of
pig bladder.
I can't help but think maybe
the alums could come out in favor
of something a little more relevant
than pretty girls and a
homecoming bash. Maybe Sam
Taggard was trying to tell them
something last year when he ran
for queen.

the blues.

Cat Thieves
Tackwood fell in with a gang of
car thieves, transporting bot cars
from LA to Mexico. But his
programmed life of crime lasted
only· until his first bust. Grabbed
from a stolen car, Tackwood was
procured by L.A.P.D. detective,
E. C. Williams. His choice was to
serve a fairly long prison sentence
or go to work for the police as an
informer. Like many others,
Tacltwood chose the latter
alternative and went to work
gathering information that would
bust an even larger car ring than
the one from which he had
sprung.
Assignments in narcotics and
robbery followed. For several
years he helped track down these
mo·re "routine" criminals but
during the summer of 1965 his
assignment changed again and he
went to work for a new police
outfit, hunting new
"cri m inals"·-those outside
traditional politics.
His new and future bosses
would be: Lt. Robert A. Keel,
Sgt. Donald Beasley, Sgt. Dan
Mahoney, Sgt. William Scheer,
Sgt. Robert Sbarret, Sgt. Allan
Priest, and Sgt. Gary Rudy, all of
the L.A.P.D.'s Criminal
Conspiracy Section, In addition
he would work with Lt. R.
Bauser, Sgt. Larry Brown and Sgt.
R. G. Farwell, all of Special
Identification and Investigation.
An old acquaintance, Sgt. Ed
Watkins, an informer recruiter,
would stay in touch, as would
Special Agent Edward Birch of
the F.B.I.

Unable to wait any longer,
CRIC moved the news conference
up to the following morning.
Tackwood was_ there an(\u so was
who extracted it were not around the press. For morythan two
hours he and the members of
for the presentation.
Newsweek's Fleming CRIC spoke and the press
apparently insisted on a listened.
Tackwood answered their
lie-detector test first though, and
anangements were made (with questions in a eonvincing, logical
Newsweek's money) for the manner.
Clearipg the Picture
evasive Tackwood to tar1gle with a
The formerly fuzzy picture of
polygraph.
Chris Gugus, a leading police power and the illegal
polygi'aph expert, was contracted practices that go with it, is now in
to administer the tests but none better focus. Like the Pentagon
of the questions Flemipg wanted Papers, Louis Tackwood's
answered were asked. The reason revelations tell us many things we
was Gugus; CRIC hoped that already suspected but could not
more general questions would come close to proving.
At worst, his bizarre emergence
satisfy Fleming's appetite for full
will
make the police move with
confirmation, because Gugus was
a former law enforcement officer more inhibition. He has the names
and ex:tremely chummy wlth of many California operatives,
Cohen. Tackwood showed up along with invaluable information
juiced for the first test and several on how the secret police system
functions,
others had to be given.
During the interim CRIC was
busy arranging a super news
conference at Pacifica Radio's
KPFK .in Los Angeles. After many
changes the conference was set for
Monday, October 18. Fleming and
Aarons continued their
independent investig11tions.
Despite being upset over the
~ HAMBURGER
lie-detector fiasco, both believed
~
what Tackwood had already said
in town
about his official activities and
they pressed on.
Henry's Drive-In
Stage Set
The shaky stage had been set,
1916 Central9 am to 11 am
but CRIC's already strained nerves
tU 111111111111/IIIIIIIIIUIUIIIIIUUlUIIIU IUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIllllllllllllllll
were to undergo one final
upheaval before the fateful
conference.
The final polygraph test was to
be conducted on Thursday,
October 14. Tackwood showed up
'in command of his faculties and
was actually being tested when
four men burst in and at gunpoint
whisked the highly mobile
Tackwood off once again. They
were members of a special team,
charged with investigating illegal
police practices, and they
dutifully deposited Tackwood in
the offices of Joseph Busch-the
District Attorney of Los Angeles
County.
Tackwood .said later that Busch
offered him a deal-security,
Universal Travel
money and anonymity in
Service
exchange fox frame·up testimony
against the members of CRIC.
Apparently Tackwood seemed
receptive and the D.A. let him
waltz out on the condition he
allow agents to pick him up for
another meeting on the following
day at 1 p.m.
Air lines-Steamship
Tackwood immediately
Tours & Groups
contacted CRIC, who, by this
Membw-American
Society
time, was near terminal freak·out.
of
Travel
Agents
He told them what bad happened
2906 Central SE
255-8665
and made arrangements to meet
them by evening's end.

Remember Summer Cookouts
Get that same flavor·
with our
Broiled Hamburger

Complete System 3303 plus 8401
$249.95

STEREOSONIC
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CLASSIFIED

Mustqrd Ga.s,
... Le1Nisite Gas
Near Amchitl\:a

ADVERTISING

WHERE: Journalism Bulldlmr. Room
RATES: 7~ per word, 20 word mini~
mum ($1.40) per tim!.! J'Un. lf ad is to
2_Qli..__1\fte.rnoons pre!erably .or mail.
run live Qr more- i:on~l!cutive· days wit!\ Clnasilied Advertl~lng
no change10 the rate is rcduced to .5c
UNM P.O. Box 20
per word and the minimum numbqr o!
Albuquerque, N,M, B7l.OG
wordll to 10.
TERMS: Payment m\lst boil made in Cull prior to insertion of advertisement

1l

5)

PERSONALS

TERRIFIC GARAGE SALE: Nov, 6 !lnd
7-1403 15th St. NW, 11/5
NEED TO RENT a 3-4 bedroom house
with fireplace, close to campus. M;ust
have by beginning of January. Please
call 277·3156 or 277-4284. 11/9
HELP SOLVE PARKING and highwaY
Problems in Albuquerque with non-Profit
or~anization. Call Joe Ilrawley, 265"7661.
11/6
•
AGORA-When you nce<l oomcbody to ]ill,.
ten, we'll be there. Ta,lking, reasO'Iling,
and coffee no extra. Any twenty.four
hours. Northwest corner Mesa Vista. 277·
3013 11/5

2)

LOST & FOUND

FOUND-One bl.'own cur!y-hairCI;I female
puppy, Found Oct. 30 neat• Union. Call
Sam 255-7187. 11/6
llEWARD: Lost at Sub, black purse. Need
ID'a, Glasses. 247·3165.
FOUND-Man's ring, Mitchell Hall 108.
May claim Rm. 205, Journali$m. 11/5
LOST: Military I.D. }Wward. ASTRID
TOPP, 110 HOKONA ZUNI. 277-4883.
11/8

FOUND-2 kittena, gray nnd white, .cnll
266-9753, before 4: 00. 11/4
FOUND near campus, Brown, sl!ort-l!aired,
female puppy. 344-4602 evenings. 11/6
LOST: Very darlt seal point Siamese Male
in 300 block of Princeton SE. $100 re•
ward. Call 266·3138. 11/3
3)

SI!:RVTCES

TUTORING-all subjects-all levels. 'Ex·
perlenced, certified or rollet>:e teachera.
CERTIFIED TUTORING SERVICE 296-8100. 12/7
PAINTING: Reasonable-Neat. FREE ES·
TlMATES. Call nfter 5 :30, 266·1071.
11/5
XEROX COPIES of your thC~~ia-FruJt and
reaaonable service. Arrangements Un·
limited-107 Girard SE. 265·8379. 11/li
CLOTHES MADE TO ORDER, Special·
izcd l'rtcxfcan ahlrta, Yucatf\n embroidery,
268-8912. 11/4
SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL ANYTHING.
Queen, Senate, c11,use. Bumper- stickel.'ll
made to order. Good rates. Call NMUDC,
243-5186, Days. 11/4
RESIDENTIAL TYPEWRITER AND
ADDER. Service, cleaned and rePaired,
Rcnaonable prices. Call 242-6064, week
days and weekcndll. 8-8. 11/6
FINE OLD FASHIONED PORTRAIT
PHOTOGRAPHY - Wedding, You or
Whatever, 242-7558. 12/8

4j

FORSALE

1965 MUSTANG,. VS-28\J, Automatic, Air
Radio, Call 255·5973. 11/4
FIREP!,.ACE WOOD for sale UNM Student.
247-9170, 11/8
SUEDE SPORTCOAT. Size 40. Brand
new. Excellent quality, $75. 242.0\t4G.
11/4
1971 CASSETTE TAPE PLAYER. Dual
Speaker-Automatic Level Recording.
277-4296, 20/12
NEW 1971 ZlG ZAG SEWING MA·
CHINES. These machines have built
in control!! for sewing on buttons, monograms, etc, $36 each. Caah or terms.
United Freight Sales. 39!10 San Mateo
NE. Open 9 til 9. Sundays 12·5. tfn
NEW 100 WATT COMPONENT SET.
AM-FM multi·Ple:c eereo·radio with
blacl\ out dial and built in stereo s.track
recorller player. With large BSR changer. And huge 6 air suspension apenk!lr
system. Compare at $450. Limlted supllly-$199,95 each. Cash or terms. United
Freight Sales. 3920 San Mateo NE. Open
9 til 9. Sundays 12-5. tfn
30 USED PORTABLE TV'S, $30·$60. 441
Wyoming NE. 255-6987. 12/20

6)

EMPLOYMENT

HELP WANTED GRADUATE STUDENTS. 1\!ALE. Save-Way Liquors. 5704
Lomas Blvd. NE. Phone 255-2052. 11/5
7)

SACRAMENTO, Calif, (UPI)~pokesman for a national
~tudent group said Monday several
thousand tons of mustill'd and
lewisite gas are laying on the
ocean bottom in canisters off
Amchitka Island, the site of an
impending undergrbund nuclear
test,
Mike HaC,Jkard, student body
president of Sacramepto State
College and spokesman for the
National Student Leaders' Task
Force on Dism·mament, said his
group "has reason to beiie;·e"
these cases were dumped there
following World War Il.
Hackard said he received his
information fl'om former Sen,
Joseph Clark of Pennsylvania
during a recent trip to
Washington, D.C. He said Clark
now is affiliated with the coalition
on national priorities and military
policy.
Clu:.is West, a. spokesman for the
Atomic Energy Commission in
Anchorage, Alaska, told the
Sacramento Union Newspaper
Monday that the army did dump
"certain toxic gases" into the
ocean in 1947 about 240 miles
from Amchitka near Attu Island,
West said the AEC has been
told by the army that the nuclear
blast set for Friday or later should
have no effect in the gas canistexs.
Turkey is a little larger than
Texas, but don't let Lyndon
Johnson find out about it.

Carnal
Knowledge.

A

MISCELLANEOUS

VACATIONS COMING UP! Visn and
Passport Information. Call Joe Brawley,
265-7611. 11/16
TWO GIRLS NEED RIDE East (Atlanta)
on or after Nov. 6. Call 344-1466. 11/9
GROOVEY PUPPIES FOR FREE. 420
Princ:eton SE, 205-7782. 11/G
HARRIS TWEED SPORTS COATS, $30.00
each. New Arrivals from England. All!o,
Navajo rugs, many interesting imvorts.
Freed CompanY, 415 Central Ave, NW.

Mike Nichols,Jack Nicholson,Candice Bergen.
ArfhurGarfunkel. t\nn·Margrel and Jules Feiffer.
Panavision®· Technicolor®

31'e/WEEI<.

·LOBO·
~~~.

I

GJ:{El\{!5 WEJtEDL4 1
A FLAMENCO ANTHOLOGY

FORRENT

1 DEDRM. Cochiti SE.. 1 wk. Call 296·
1073 after 5:30 until pd. 11/tl

·s)
I

I
I
I

FORSALE

TWO J, D, LANSING Dl.31F 12" speak·
em, Exc. Cood. S71l. Call 21i5·4G!i7. 11/4
1971 SUPER BEETLE, G,OOO mikl, :Cull
warranty, bC!lt offer. J;>ete 266-4368. 11/9
NO BEAUTY, runs good. '63 Chev. Stand·
ard six. $150. 261i•074l. 1119
DEAL STUDENT TO STUDENT. SaYc
30-liO% on Diamond rlnglJ, .344•6349.
11/16
CUSTOM ZttADE BEI.TS, Purr;e!J, l<'ntht>r
rrlftn. Tht> ?.tlnd Shaft, 106A CorMll
12/8
VW BUS. lltotor junt rebuilt and rebuilt to
run. Goo<f body nnd tir<'!i. 1!164. $!!2G,
21.i6-7786. 11/G
NEW SHIPMENT - Ustd suede and
l<'nthl'r t"oaw. $2.li0 and up. THE BEAD
SHAMAN, 401D San Felipe NW. Old
Town, 842-9588. 11/5

FREE DELIVERY
on all orders over $2.00

APOLLO PIZZA
Call266-2212
Mon.-Sat., 6:00 p.m.-1 :00 a.m.
931 San Mateo NE

POPEJOY HALL

IN CONCERT

ONE NIGHT ONLY THURSDAY, NOV. I I, 8:15
TICKETS $4.50-$4.00-$3.50-$3.00-$2.50

DEI.LS ON SALE only $5.00 at Lobo
Men's Shop• .2120 Central SE. 243-69G4.
TURTLENECK SWEATERS. Large sel<!e·
tron in IJ:tany colors and fabrics. Lobo
Men's Shop. 2120 Central SE. 243·6954.
10/19
67 TRlUMPH-200 Collector's item. Extra
whccb, parts. 247-2148, Dennfs. 11/G
1!163 VW completely overhauled .mgine.
$600, Call Saturday onlY. 296-0111. 11/5
TIES ONLY $2.50. E:tcellcnt l!ielection fn
beautiful colors. Lobo Men's Sho.l;l. 2120
Central SE. 248-6954, 10/19
KASTLE 20lis With Marker Bindings
Lo.nSrc Doots, afze 8%, Datrecrafter poles.
Used i senaon. Orlglno.J Cost $285. Sell
for $11iO. Sec McDono.ld at Journalfsm
205 nftel' 4.
LmATHER DELLBOT'I'OMS AND JACK·
ETS by Levi's. Lobo Men's Shop. 2120
Central SE. 10/:16

:ruN~

I lO~~~~~R

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite

I

STUDENTS $1.00 DISCOUNT

CLAS§IFHED

A DVERTXSXNG

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum {that's ~0 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 mininwm (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in

ClASSIFrCATIONS:
1. Personals
5. ForSale

full prior to

2. lost & Found
6. Employment

inserti~n of advertisement

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT ---TIMES STARTING---

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!
ENClOSED$._ _ __

PLACED

BY---------------

Ce ' ol at UnivetJ.ily

FUN
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